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a b s t r a c t
Given a distribution of pebbles on the vertices of a connected graph G, a pebbling move
on G consists of taking two pebbles off one vertex and placing one on an adjacent vertex.
The pebbling number f (G) is the smallest number m such that, for every distribution of
m pebbles and every vertex v, a pebble can be moved to v. A graph G is said to have the
2-pebbling property if, for any distributionwithmore than 2f (G)−q pebbles, where q is the
number of vertices with at least one pebble, it is possible, using pebbling moves, to get two
pebbles to any vertex. A graph G without the 2-pebbling property is called a Lemke graph.
Snevily and Foster [H.S. Snevily, J.A. Foster, The 2-pebbling property and a conjecture of
Graham’s, Graphs and Combin. 16 (2000), 231–244] defined an infinite family {L1, L2, . . .}
of possible Lemke graphs, and conjectured that Lk is a Lemke graph for each k. In this paper,
we prove this conjecture.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let G be a graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). For a (simple connected) graph G, let D be a distribution of
pebbles to the vertices of G. For any vertex v of G, D(v) denotes the number of pebbles on v in D. For S ⊆ V (G), we
let D(S) = ∑v∈S D(v) and |D| = ∑v∈V (G) D(v). A pebbling move consists of removing two pebbles from one vertex and
then placing one pebble at an adjacent vertex. For v ∈ V (G), a distribution D is v-solvable if v has a pebble after some
sequence of pebbling moves starting from D. The pebbling number of v in G is the smallest number f (G, v) such that every
distribution of f (G, v) pebbles on G is v-solvable. A distribution D is solvable if it is v-solvable for all v ∈ V (G). The pebbling
number of G, denoted by f (G), is the smallest number m such that every distribution of m pebbles on G is solvable. Clearly,
f (G) = max{f (G, v)|v ∈ V (G)}.
Similarly, a distribution D is t-fold v-solvable if v has at least t pebbles after a sequence of pebbling moves starting from
D, and a distribution D is t-fold solvable if it is t-fold v-solvable for all v ∈ V (G). The t-pebbling number of G, denoted
by ft(G), is the smallest number m such that every distribution of m pebbles on G is t-fold solvable. It is well known that
f (G) ≥ max{2d, |V (G)|} and f (Pn) = 2n−1, where d is the diameter of G and Pn is a path on n vertices. The Cartesian product
of graphs G and H is denoted by GH . The following well-known conjecture first appeared in [2].
Conjecture 1.1 (Graham). f (GH) ≤ f (G)f (H).
A graph G has the 2-pebbling property if, for any distribution with more than 2f (G) − q pebbles, where q is the number
of vertices with at least one pebble, it is possible, using pebbling moves, to get two pebbles to any vertex. Most articles
(see, for example [2–4,6,8,9]) that give evidence supporting Graham’s conjecture show that the 2-pebbling property plays
an important role. Snevily and Foster [8] pointed out that a better understanding of graphs without the 2-pebbling property
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Fig. 1. A Lemke graph L.
Fig. 2. Lk .
Fig. 3. L′k , the subgraph consisting of di, ei, fi and gi , is a K4 for each i.
might aid us in proving (or disproving) Graham’s conjecture. Hurlbert [5] pointed out that, for some graph G not satisfying
the 2-pebbling property, the Cartesian product of Gwith itself could be a counterexample to Graham’s conjecture.
A graph Gwithout the 2-pebbling property is called a Lemke graph. This is in honor of Paul Lemke, who showed that the
graph L in Fig. 1 is such a graph. It was the first one discovered. With a little effort, one can show that f (L) = 8. If 9 pebbles
are placed at vertex x, and one pebble each at vertices a1, a2, a3 and b1, then we cannot move two pebbles to vertex v. Hence
L does not have the 2-pebbling property. Snevily and Foster [8] further extended the graph L to an infinite family {L1, L2, . . .}
of possible Lemke graphs (see Fig. 2), where Lk is obtained from L by subdividing each edge in {xa1, xa2, xa3, xb1} exactly k
times; that is, by replacing each such edge with a path of length k+ 1 through new internal vertices. Moreover, Snevily and
Foster [8] posed the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.2 (Snevily). Lk is a Lemke graph for each k.
Inspired by the graph Lk, Wang [9] defined the graph L′k (see Fig. 3), and showed that, for all k ≥ 2, f (L′k) = 2k+3 and L′k is
a Lemke graph. In this paper, we will present a proof of Conjecture 1.2.
Theorem 1.1. For each k, f (Lk) = 2k+3 and Lk is a Lemke graph.
To see that Theorem 1.1 implies Wang’s result [9], let H and G be graphs with V (H) = V (G). If E(H) ⊆ E(G), then
f (G) ≤ f (H), since any sequence of pebbling moves in H may also occur in G. Now set L′k equal to G and Lk equal to H . By
Theorem 1.1, we obtain that f (L′k) ≤ 2k+3. Since the diameter of L′k is k+ 3, we get that f (L′k) ≥ 2k+3 and thus f (L′k) = 2k+3.
Now consider a distribution of 2k+4 − 7 pebbles at x, and one pebble at each of d1, e1, f1 and g1. It is easy to see that it is
impossible tomove two pebbles to v, thus showing that L′k is a Lemke graph. Further, it is clear from Theorem 1.1 andWang’s
result [9] that adding edges within the set {di, ei, fi, gi} of Lk for each imaintains the property of being a Lemke graph.
2. Lemmas
The following useful tool, called theWeight Argument, first appeared in [6].
Given a graph G, let D be a distribution of pebbles on V (G), and let v0 be a vertex in G. For v ∈ V (G), define the weight
of v with respect to v0 to be D(v)2−t , where t is the distance from v to v0 in G. Given a path P with vertices v0, v1, . . . , vn
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in G, the weight of P with respect to v0 under D, writtenWP(v0), is
∑n
i=0 D(vi)2−i. The following three facts are obvious (see
also [6,8]).
Fact 1.
∑n
i=0 D(vi)2−i ≥ k implies that k pebbles can be moved to v0 in P.
Fact 2. If D(v0) = 0, then WP−v0(v1) =
∑n
i=1 D(vi)2−(i−1) = 2WP(v0).
Fact 3. D(P) ≤ 2nWP(v0).
Lemma 2.1. Given a vertex v ∈ V (G), let P be a path of length n with endpoints v and x in G. If x has a neighbor y outside P,
then, by only moving pebbles from x to y, there are at least |D| − d2n−1WP(v)e pebbles on G− V (P).
Proof. We canmove
⌊
D(x)
2
⌋
pebbles from x to y, and hence after these pebblingmoves there are exactly |D|−D(P)+
⌊
D(x)
2
⌋
pebbles onG−V (P). Using Facts 2 and3, |D|−D(P)+
⌊
D(x)
2
⌋
= |D|−
(
D(P − x)+ dD(x)2 e
)
≥ |D|−
(
2n−1WP−x(v)+ dD(x)2 e
)
≥
|D| − d2n−1WP(v)e. 
Lemma 2.2. (1) f (C2r) = 2r and f (C2r+1) = 2r+2−(−1)r3 (see [7]),
(2) ft(C2r) = 2r t and ft(C2r+1) = 2r+2−(−1)r3 + 2r(t − 1) (see [3]).
A tree T can be viewed as a directed tree ETv with edges directed toward a root vertex v. A path-partition { EP1, . . . , EPm} ofETv is a set of edge-disjoint directed paths the union of which is ETv . We will always assume that |E(EPi)| ≥ |E(EPj)| whenever
i ≤ j. A path-partition { EP1, . . . , EPm} is said to majorize another { EP ′1, . . . , EP ′n} if the non-increasing sequence of its path size
majorizes that of the other. That is, if ai = |E(EPi)| and bi = |E( EP ′i )|, then (a1, . . . , am) > (b1, . . . , bn) if and only if ai > bi,
where i = min{j : aj 6= bj}. A path-partition of ETv is said to bemaximum if it majorizes all other path-partitions of ETv .
Lemma 2.3 (See [1,2,6,8]). If a1, . . . , am is the sequence of the path sizes in a maximum path-partition of ETv , then f (T , v) =∑m
i=1 2ai −m+ 1.
3. The proof of Theorem 1.1
For convenience, we write A1, A2, A3, and A4 for the subgraphs induced by the vertex sets {d1, . . . , dk}, {e1, . . . , ek, a1},
{f1, . . . , fk, a2}, and {g1, . . . , gk, a3}, respectively. Also, we write B1, B2, B3, and B4 for the subgraphs induced by the vertex
sets {d1, . . . , dk, b1, c, v}, {e1, . . . , ek, a1, b2, v}, {f1, . . . , fk, a2, b2, v}, and {g1, . . . , gk, a3, b2, v}, respectively. When P is a
path viewed as having a first vertex and a last vertex, we use xP to denote the path obtained by adding vertex x before the
start of P and xPy to denote the path obtained by adding vertex y after the end of xP .
The main task of the proof is to calculate the pebbling number of Lk. On the one hand, f (Lk) ≥ 2k+3, since the diameter of
Lk is k+ 3. On the other hand, we will show that f (Lk, u) ≤ 2k+3 for each u ∈ V (Lk) for any distribution Dwith 2k+3 pebbles
on Lk. By the symmetry of A2, A3, and A4, our proof will be broken into four claims. Claim 1 deals with the case of f (Lk, x).
Claim 2 deals with the cases of f (Lk, c) and f (Lk, b2). The most difficult and challenging case is to verify f (Lk, v), which will
be discussed in Claim 3. The final case of f (Lk, r) for r ∈ V (Lk) \ {x, v, c, b2} is Claim 4.
Claim 1. f (Lk, x) ≤ 2k+3.
Proof. Let x be a root vertex and D(x) = 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that
WxA3(x) = max
{
WxA1b1(x),WxA2(x),WxA3(x),WxA4(x)
}
.
IfWxA3(x) ≥ 1, then, by Fact 1, we are done. We now consider the following cases.
Case 1.WxA3(x) = 0. This implies that D(b2)+ D(c)+ D(v) = 2k+3. If D(c) ≥ D(b2), then
WxB1(x) =
D(c)
2k+2
+ D(v)
2k+3
= 2D(c)+ D(v)
2k+3
≥ 1.
Therefore, by Fact 1, we can move one pebble to x along path xB1. Otherwise, D(c) < D(b2). Then
WxB3(x) =
D(b2)
2k+2
+ D(v)
2k+3
= 2D(b2)+ D(v)
2k+3
≥ 1.
Thus, by Fact 1, we can move one pebble to x along path xB3.
Case 2.WxA3(x) = 12k+1 . In this case, D(di) = D(ei) = D(fi) = D(gi) = 0 (i = 1, . . . , k), D(b1) ≤ 1,D(a1) ≤ 1,D(a3) ≤ 1
and D(a2) = 1. Thus, D(c)+ D(v)+ D(b1)+ D(b2) ≥ 2k+3 − 3. These 2k+3 − 3 pebbles will be sufficient to move 2k+1 − 1
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pebbles to a2 by Lemma 2.2 (and the 5-cycle a2b1cvb2a2). Therefore, we can always move 2k+1 − 1 + 1 pebbles to a2 by a
sequence of pebbling moves, and we can move one pebble to x.
Case 3. 1+2
`−1
2k+1 ≤ WxA3(x) ≤ 2
`
2k+1 for ` = 1, 2, . . . , k or 1+2
k
2k+1 ≤ WxA3(x) < 1. From dk, a1, and a3, we can move bD(dk)2 c
pebbles, bD(a1)2 c pebbles, and bD(a3)2 c pebbles to b1, respectively. If 1+2
`−1
2k+1 ≤ WxA3(x) ≤ 2
`
2k+1 , by Lemma 2.1 (for xA1, xA2 and
xA4) and Fact 3, there are at least 2k+3−d2kWxA2(x)e− d2kWxA4(x)e− d2k−1WxA1(x)e− 2k+1WxA3(x) pebbles on b1, b2, c, v.
Since
2k+3 − d2kWxA2(x)e − d2kWxA4(x)e − d2k−1WxA1(x)e − 2k+1WxA3(x)
≥ 2k+3 − 3 · 2`−1 − 2k+1WxA3(x)
= 5+ 4
(
2k+1 − 3
4
· 2`−1 − 1
4
· 2k+1WxA3(x)−
1
4
− 1
)
,
by Lemma 2.2, we can always move at least 2k+1 − 34 · 2`−1 − 14 · 2k+1WxA3(x) − 14 pebbles to a2. Hence, we have that the
weight of xA3 with respect to x under D′ (D′ is obtained from D by the above sequence of pebbling moves) is
2k+1 − 34 · 2`−1 − 14 · 2k+1WxA3(x)− 14
2k+1
+WxA3(x) = 1+
3
4
·WxA3(x)−
3
4 · 2`−1 + 14
2k+1
≥ 1.
So, we can move one pebble to x along xA3 by Fact 1. The proof of the case 1+2
k
2k+1 ≤ WxA3(x) < 1 is similar to that of
1+2`−1
2k+1 ≤ WxA3(x) ≤ 2
`
2k+1 . 
Claim 2. f (Lk, c) ≤ 2k+3 and f (Lk, b2) ≤ 2k+3.
Proof. Now, we consider the root vertex c , and D(c) = 0. We may assume that D(v) + D(b2) ≤ 3 (as we can move one
pebble to c if D(v) + D(b2) ≥ 4). Without loss of generality, let WA2(a1) ≥ WA3(a2) ≥ WA4(a3). If WA3(a2) ≥ 2, then
WA2(a1) ≥ 2, and we canmove two pebbles to b1. Thus, we canmove one pebble to c. IfWA3(a2) < 2, from f1 and g1, we can
move bD(f1)2 c pebbles and bD(g1)2 c pebbles to x, respectively. By Lemma 2.1 (for A3 and A4), after a sequence of pebblingmoves
there are at least 2k+3−3−d2k−1WA3(a2)e−d2k−1WA4(a3)e pebbles on V (Lk)\{f1, . . . , fk, a2, g1, . . . , gk, a3, c, v, b2}. Since
2k+3 − 3− d2k−1WA3(a2)e − d2k−1WA4(a3)e ≥ 2k+3 − 3− 2k+1
≥ 2
k+3 − (−1)k+1
3
+ 2k+1
= f2(C2k+3),
where C2k+3 = xd1 · · · dkb1a1ek · · · e1x, we can move two pebbles to b1 from the pebbles on C2k+3. Therefore, we can move
one pebble to c . Similar to the above proof, we also have that f (Lk, b2) ≤ 2k+3. 
Claim 3. f (Lk, v) ≤ 2k+3.
Proof. Let v be a root vertex and D(v) = 0. Without loss of generality, let WA2(a1) ≥ WA3(a2) ≥ WA4(a3). Clearly,
D(b2)+ D(c) ≤ 2 andWA3(a2) < 2. (Otherwise,WA2(a1) ≥ WA3(a2) ≥ 2 implies that we can move one pebble to v.)
If D(b2) = 1, by Lemma 2.1 (for A3 and A4), after a sequence of pebbling moves, there are at least 2k+3 − 1 −
d2k−1WA3(a2)e − d2k−1WA4(a3)e pebbles on V (Lk) \ {f1, . . . , fk, a2, g1, . . . , gk, a3, v, b2}. By D(c) ≤ 1 and 2k+3 − 1 −
d2k−1WA3(a2)e − d2k−1WA4(a3)e ≥ 2k+3 − 1 − 2k+1, there are at least 2k+3 − 2 − 2k+1 pebbles on C2k+3 =
xd1 · · · dkb1a1ek · · · e1x. By 2k+3−2−2k+1 ≥ f2(C2k+3), we canmove two pebbles to a1 from the pebbles on C2k+3. Therefore,
we can move one pebble to v. The case of D(c) = 1 is similar to D(b2) = 1. We assume that D(b2) = D(c) = 0. If D(b1) ≥ 2,
we can move one pebble to c from b1. Similarly, we have that 2k+3 − 2− 2k+1 ≥ f2(C2k+3), we can move two pebbles to b1,
and hence one pebble can be moved to v. We now further suppose that D(b1) ≤ 1.
We borrow an idea from Section 3 of [1]. Let P be a path whose internal vertices have degree 2 in graph G. We define a
squishing move on P to be taking one pebble each from two vertices y and z on P and adding two pebbles to some vertex x
between them on P . LetD′ be obtained fromD by a squishingmove along xA1 (or xA2 or xA3 or xA4). By Lemma 3.1 (Squishing
Lemma) of [1], it is easy to get that
(a) the squishing move on xA1 (or xA2 or xA3 or xA4) cannot increase the weight of xB1 (or xB2 or xB3 or xB4) with respect
to v;
(b) if D′ is v-solvable, then D is v-solvable;
(c) we canperforma sequence of squishingmoves on xA1, xA2, xA3 and xA4 such thatD canbe turned into distributionD1with
D1(x) = 0, or distributionD2 withD2(x) > 0,D2(b1) ≤ 1 andD2(x)+D2(d1)+D2(e1)+D2(f1)+D2(g1)+D2(b1) = 2k+3.
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Case 1. D can be turned into D1 with D1(x) = 0.
By (b), we only need to prove that D1 is v-solvable. Without loss of generality, letWB4(v) ≤ WB3(v) ≤ WB2(v) < 1 and
WB1(v) < 1. We first assume thatWB2(v) ≤ WB1(v). Clearly,WB1(v) ≥ 12 . We now consider the following cases in terms of
the value ofWB2(v).
Case 1.1.WB2(v) ≥ 12 .
IfWB1(v) ≥ 34 , then we can move one pebble to b1 along A2b1 (asWA2(a1) = 4WB2(v) ≥ 2) and the weight of B1 with
respect to v is 34 + 14 = 1. Thus, one pebble can be moved to v along B1 by Fact 1.
IfWB1(v) <
3
4 , note thatWB2(v) ≤ WB1(v) < 34 andWB3(v) < 12 (WB3(v) ≥ 12 implies that we can move one pebble
each from A2b2 and A3b2 to b2), then by Lemma 2.1 (for B3, B4) and Fact 3, there are at least 2k+3−2k+2(WB1(v)+WB2(v))−
d2k+1WB3(v)e − d2k+1WB4(v)e pebbles on x. Since 2k+3 − 2k+2(WB1(v) + WB2(v)) − d2k+1WB3(v)e − d2k+1WB4(v)e ≥
2k+3 − 2k+2(WB1(v)+WB2(v))− 2k+1 and we can move one pebble to b1 along A2b1, the weight of xB1 with respect to v is
WxB1(v) =
1
4
+ 2
k+3 − 2k+1 − 2k+2(WB2(v)+WB1(v))
2k+3
+WB1(v)
≥ 1+ WB1(v)−WB2(v)
2
≥ 1.
Thus, we can move one pebble to v along xB1 by Fact 1.
Case 1.2.WB2(v) ≤ 14 .
For B2, B3, B4, by Lemma 2.1 and Fact 3, there are at least 2k+3 − 2k+2WB1(v) − d2k+1WB2(v)e − d2k+1WB3(v)e −
d2k+1WB4(v)e pebbles on x. By 2k+3−2k+2WB1(v)−d2k+1WB2(v)e−d2k+1WB3(v)e−d2k+1WB4(v)e ≥ 2k+3−2k+2WB1(v)−
3 · 2k−1, we have that
WxB1(v) =
2k+3 − 3 · 2k−1 − 2k+2WB1(v)
2k+3
+WB1(v) ≥ 1+
WB1(v)
2
− 3 · 2
k−1
2k+3
≥ 1.
Case 1.3. 14 < WB2(v) <
1
2 .
First, suppose thatWB1(v) ≥ 34 . By Lemma 2.1 (for B2, B3, B4) and Fact 3, there are at least 2k+3 − 2k+2WB1(v) − 3 · 2k
pebbles on x. Hence,
WxB1(v) =
2k+3 − 2k+2WB1(v)− 3 · 2k
2k+3
+WB1(v) = 1+
WB1(v)
2
− 3 · 2
k
2k+3
≥ 1.
Now suppose thatWB1(v) <
3
4 . IfWB3(v) <
1
4 , by Lemma 2.1 (for B3, B4) and Fact 3, there are at least
2k+3 − 2k+2WB1(v)− 2k+2WB2(v)− 2 · 2k−1 = p1 + p2
pebbles on x, where p1 = 2k+2 − 2k+2WB1(v) and p2 = 2k+2 − 2k+2WB2(v)− 2k. The p2 pebbles on x and all the pebbles on
B2 are sufficient for
WxA2b1(b1) =
2k+2 − 2k+2WB2(v)− 2k
2k+2
+ 2WB2(v) = 1+WB2(v)−
1
4
≥ 1.
Hence, we canmove one pebble to b1 along xA2b1 by Fact 1. Then, the p1 pebbles on x and all the pebbles on B1 are sufficient
for
WxB1(v) =
1
4
+ 2
k+2 − 2k+2WB1(v)
2k+3
+WB1(v) =
1
4
+ 1
2
+ WB1(v)
2
≥ 1.
If WB3(v) ≥ 14 , then one pebble can be moved to a2 along A3 and two pebbles can be moved to b1 along A1b1. By
WB4(v) ≤ WB3(v) < 12 and Lemma 2.1 (for B4), there are at least 2k+3 − 2k+2WB1(v) − 2k+2WB2(v) − 2k+2WB3(v) − 2k
pebbles on x, together with the pebbles on xA2b2, which are sufficient for
WxA2b2(b2) =
2k+3 − 2k+2WB1(v)− 2k+2WB2(v)− 2k+2WB3(v)− 2k
2k+2
+ 2WB2(v)
= 2− 1
4
−WB1(v)+WB2(v)−WB3(v)
≥ 1,
and we can move one pebble to b2 along xA2b2. Thus,Wb1a2b2v(v) = 28 + 14 + 12 = 1, and we can move one pebble to v.
The argument of the case ofWB2(v) > WB1(v) is very similar to that ofWB2(v) ≤ WB1(v), so we omit it here.
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Case 2. D can be turned into D2 with D2(x) > 0 and D2(x) + D2(d1) + D2(e1) + D2(f1) + D2(g1) + D2(b1) = 2k+3 and
D2(b1) ≤ 1. Without loss of generality, we also let D2(g1) ≤ D2(f1) ≤ D2(e1) < 2k+2 andWB1(v) < 1.
Case 2.1.WB2(v) ≥ WB1(v), that is, D2(e1) ≥ D2(d1)+ 2kD2(b1).
IfD2(e1)+D2(f1) ≤ 1, thenD2(e1) ≤ 1,D2(d1) ≤ 1 andD2(f1) = D2(b1) = 0, andwe canmove one pebble to v along xB2.
IfD2(f1) ≥ 2k+1, thenwe canmove one pebble each from A2b2 and A3b2 to b2. IfWA1b1(b1) = 4WB1(v) = D2(d1)2k +D2(b1) ≥ 3,
i.e., D2(d1) + 2kD2(b1) ≥ 3 · 2k, then we can move three pebbles to b1 along A1b1 and three pebbles to a1 along A2. Hence,
we may assume that D2(f1) ≤ 2k+1 − 1, D2(d1)+ 2kD2(b1) ≤ 3 · 2k − 1 and D2(e1)+ D2(f1) ≥ 2.
If D2(e1)− D2(f1)+ D2(d1)+D2(g1)2 ≥ 2k+2 − 2kD2(b1)+ D2(b1), we send as many pebbles as possible from d1, f1 and g1 to
x, and there are at least
D2(x)+ D2(d1)+ D2(f1)+ D2(g1)2 −
3
2
= 2k+3 − D2(e1)− D2(b1)− D2(d1)+ D2(f1)+ D2(g1)2 −
3
2
pebbles on x; thus the weight of xB2 with respect to v is
WxB2(v) =
2k+3 − D2(e1)− D2(b1)− D2(d1)+D2(f1)+D2(g1)2 − 32
2k+3
+ D2(e1)
2k+2
= 1+ D2(e1)− D2(f1)+
D2(d1)+D2(g1)
2 − 32 − (D2(d1)+ D2(b1)+ D2(g1))+ D2(f1)2
2k+3
≥ 1+ 2
k+2 − 2kD2(b1)− D2(d1)− 32 − D2(f1)2
2k+3
≥ 1.
If D2(e1)− D2(f1)+ D2(d1)+D2(g1)2 ≤ 2k+2 − 2kD2(b1)+ D2(b1)− 1, by moving at least D2(d1)−12 pebbles and at least D2(g1)−12
pebbles to x from d1 and g1, respectively, there are at least
2k+3 − D2(d1)− D2(b1)− D2(e1)− D2(f1)− D2(g1)+ D2(d1)+ D2(g1)2 − 1 = p1 + p2
pebbles on x, where p1 = 2k+2 −
(
D2(e1)− D2(f1)+ D2(d1)+D2(g1)2 + D2(b1)+ 1
)
and p2 = 2k+2 − 2D2(f1). The p1 pebbles
on x and D2(e1) pebbles on e1 are sufficient for
WxA2b2(b2) =
2k+2 − (D2(e1)− D2(f1)+ D2(d1)+D2(g1)2 + D2(b1)+ 1)
2k+2
+ D2(e1)
2k+1
= 1+ D2(e1)+ D2(f1)−
D2(d1)+D2(g1)
2 − D2(b1)− 1
2k+2
≥ 1+
D2(e1)+D2(f1)
2 − 1+ D2(e1)−D2(d1)2 − D2(b1)
2k+2
≥ 1.
Similarly, the p2 pebbles on x and D2(f1) pebbles on f1 are sufficient for
WxA3b2(b2) =
2k+2 − 2D2(f1)
2k+2
+ D2(f1)
2k+1
≥ 1.
Thus, we can move one pebble each from xA2b2 and xA3b2 to b2.
Case 2.2.WB2(v) < WB1(v), that is, D2(e1) < D2(d1)+ 2kD2(b1).
IfD2(e1) ≥ 2k+1 andD2(f1) ≥ 2k, thenwe canmove one pebble to a2 from f1 along A3, one pebble to b2 from e1 along A2b2
and two pebbles to b1 from d1 along A1b1 (asWA1b1(b1) ≥ 2). So,we canmove one pebble to v along b1a2b2v. IfD2(e1) ≥ 2k+1
and D2(f1) < 2k, by sending as many pebbles as possible from f1 and g1 to x, then there are at least 2k+3 − 2 · 2k−1
pebbles on x, d1, e1, b1. We first move one pebble to b2 by sending the 2k+1 pebbles on e1 along A2b2, and then at least
2k+3 − 2k − 2k+1 = 2k+2 + 2k pebbles can be retained on x, d1, e1, b1. Since
2k+2 + 2k ≥ 2
k+3 − (−1)k+1
3
+ 2k+1 = f2(C2k+3),
where C2k+3 = xd1 · · · dkb1a1ek · · · e1x, we can move two pebbles to a1, and hence another pebble can be moved to b2. We
now may assume that D2(e1) < 2k+1. If
WxB1(v) =
D2(x)+ D2(e1)−12 + D2(f1)−12 + D2(g1)−12
2k+3
+ D2(d1)
2k+2
+ D2(b1)
4
≥ 1,
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then we can move one pebble to v along xB1. If
D2(x)+ D2(e1)−12 + D2(f1)−12 + D2(g1)−12
2k+3
+ D2(d1)
2k+2
+ D2(b1)
4
< 1,
i.e.,
D2(x)+ 2D2(d1)+ D2(e1)+ D2(f1)+ D2(g1)2 −
3
2
+ 2k+1D2(b1) ≤ 2k+3 − 1,
by D2(x)+ D2(d1)+ D2(e1)+ D2(f1)+ D2(g1)+ D2(b1) = 2k+3, we obtain that
2D2(d1)+ 2k+2D2(b1) ≤ D2(e1)+ D2(f1)+ D2(g1)+ 2D2(b1)+ 1. (c)
Now we have that
D2(e1)+ D2(f1) ≥ D2(g1)+ D2(d1)2 + 1+ D2(b1). (d)
Otherwise, if
D2(e1)+ D2(f1) ≤ D2(g1)+ D2(d1)2 + D2(b1),
by (c), we have
2D2(d1)+ 2k+2D2(b1) ≤ D2(d1)+ D2(g1)2 + D2(g1)+ 1+ 3D2(b1),
i.e.,
D2(d1) ≤ D2(g1)+ 23 +
(6− 2k+3)D2(b1)
3
< D2(g1)+ 1− 2kD2(b1),
and so D2(d1) ≤ D2(e1)− 2kD2(b1), which contradicts D2(e1) < D2(d1)+ 2kD2(b1).
By moving at least D2(d1)−12 pebbles and at least
D2(g1)−1
2 pebbles to x from d1 and g1, respectively, there are at least
2k+3 − D2(d1)− D2(e1)− D2(f1)− D2(g1)− D2(b1)+ D2(d1)− 12 +
D2(g1)− 1
2
= 2k+3 − 2D2(f1)− 2D2(e1)+ D2(f1)+ D2(e1)− D2(b1)− D2(g1)+ D2(d1)2 − 1
= p1 + p2,
pebbles on x, where p1 = 2k+2 − 2D2(f1) and p2 = 2k+2 − 2D2(e1)+ D2(f1)+ D2(e1)− D2(b1)− D2(g1)+D2(d1)2 − 1. By (d),
the p2 pebbles on x and D2(e1) pebbles on e1 are sufficient for
WxA2b2(b2) =
2k+2 − 2D2(e1)+ D2(f1)+ D2(e1)− D2(g1)+D2(d1)2 − 1− D2(b1)
2k+2
+ D2(e1)
2k+1
≥ 1.
Hence, we can move one pebble to b2 along xA2b2. Similarly, the p1 pebbles on x and D2(f1) pebbles on f1 are sufficient for
WxA3b2(b2) =
2k+2 − 2D2(f1)
2k+2
+ D2(f1)
2k+1
= 1.
Thus, we can move another pebble to b2 along xA3b2. 
Claim 4. f (Lk, r) ≤ 2k+3 for r ∈ V (Lk) \ {x, v, c, b2}.
Proof. If r ∈ V (Lk) \ {x, v, c, b2} is a root vertex, we can see that f (Lk, r) ≤ 2k+3 by Lemma 2.3. For example, we take d1
as a root vertex. Firstly, we can move at least D(v)−12 pebbles to c from v, at least
D(b2)−1
2 pebbles to a1 from b2 and at least
D(a2)−1
2 pebbles to b1 from a2. Then, we let T be a graph obtained from Lk− {v, b2, a2} by deleting a1ek and a3gk. Clearly, T is
a tree. If
D(T )+ D(v)− 1
2
+ D(b2)− 1
2
+ D(a2)− 1
2
≥ 2 · 2k+1 + 2 · 2k + 2 · 2− 6+ 1 = 3 · 2k+1 − 1,
then we can move one pebble to d1 by Lemma 2.3. If
D(T )+ D(v)− 1
2
+ D(b2)− 1
2
+ D(a2)− 1
2
≤ 3 · 2k+1 − 2,
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by D(T )+ D(v)+ D(b2)+ D(a2) = 2k+3, we have
D(v)+ D(b2)+ D(a2) ≥ 2k+2 + 1.
Thus, there are at least 2k+2+1 pebbles on the 5-cycle a2b1cvb2a2. Since 2k+2+1 = 5+4(2k−1), we can move 2k pebbles
to b1 by Lemma 2.2, and then one pebble to d1. 
Therefore, Claims 1–4 show that f (Lk) = 2k+3. Now, we place 2k+4−7 pebbles on x and one pebble each on d1, e1, f1 and
g1. It is easy to see that it is impossible to move two pebbles to v. Thus, Lk does not have the 2-pebbling property. In other
words, Lk is a Lemke graph. The proof is completed. 
4. Conclusion
A broader question arises than the one given by Snevily. It is: if G is a Lemke graph, is any subdivision of G also a Lemke
graph? Or is there something particular about the given subdivision? Any comments that readers could make would be of
interest.
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